
TEACHER GUIDE TO STUDENT WORKSHEET 1: UNDERSTANDING THE TEXTS 
 
Student Name:_________________________ Partner:_____________________________ 
 
Directions: Read “STUDENT HANDOUT 1-Gottlieb Mittelberger Describes the System of 
Recruiting German Colonists, and the Suffering They Endured (1754).” As you read, 
answer the following questions. 

 
1. What does Mittelberger mean when he writes that “many who have just come into the country 

at an advanced age must labor hard for their bread until they die”? 
 
 People—even old people—work hard to make a living until they die. 

 
 
 
 
2. What work is something most jobs involve? 
 
 Most jobs involved clearing great tracts of forest, roots and all. 
 
 
 
 

3. According to Mittelberger, how do the working conditions in America compare to those in 
Europe? 

 
 They are equally tough or tougher. 
 
 
 
 

4. How does the journey to America compare with “doing the hardest labor”? 
 
 It makes the immigrant suffer more misery for half a year. 
 
 
 
 

5. How much does the trip across the Atlantic Ocean cost? 
 
 200 florins 
 
 
 
 

6. According to Mittelberger, people who are talked into a voyage to America “are the biggest 
fools if they really believe that in America or Pennsylvania roasted pigeons are going to fly 
into their mouths without their having to work for them.” He is not speaking literally about 
flying roasted birds; what do you think he means by this figure of speech? 

 
 If roasted birds flew into your mouth, it would mean that life is very easy. No one has 

to work for their food. Mittelberger says people are fools to believe that they will find 
an easy, carefree life in America. 

 
 



 
Next, read “STUDENT HANDOUT 2-Information to Those Who Would Remove to America, 
by Benjamin Franklin (1760).” As you read, answer the following questions. 
 

7. According to Franklin, why are “strangers” (immigrants) welcome in America? 
 
 There is room enough for all. 
 

8. When immigrants come to America, do they get any help from the government? 
 No 
 
 What does the government NOT give to them? 
 It does not give pay for passage, land, Negroes (slaves), utensils, stock, or any other 

emolument (payment). 
 

9. Franklin says America is not “Lubberland.” Describe Lubberland. 
 
 The streets are said to be paved with half-peck loaves, the houses tiled with pancakes, 

and where fowls fly about already roasted, crying, Come eat me! 
 

10. In America, how much does “a hundred acres of fertile soil full of wood” cost? 
 
 eight to ten guineas 
 
 

11. Franklin describes land in America as “vast forests still void of inhabitants, and not likely to be 
occupied in an age to come.” What do you think he means by this description? 

 
 No one lives in the land, and it won’t fill up with settlers for years to come. 
 
 

12. According to Franklin, how did “Multitudes of poor people from England, Scotland, Ireland, 
and Germany, have by this means, in a few years become wealthy farmers”? 

 
 They saved money from good wages, bought land, got help and credit from neighbors. 
 
 

13. Why couldn’t poor people in Europe become wealthy farmers in their own countries? 
 
 All the lands are fully occupied, and wages of labor are low. 
 
 

14. Both Mittelberger and Franklin talk about how America will not be an easy place to live. They 
say it will not be a place where “roasted pigeons fly into mouths”. This idea of the perfect 
place where life is easy and food is abundant is not new. Take a look at the painting from 
1567. It is called Luilekkerland which means “lazy, luscious land” in Dutch. (This is what 
Franklin refers to as “Lubberland.”) Find at least three odd things shown in this ideal land. 

 The roof is tiled with pancakes. 

 There is a goose that has put himself on a platter. 

 A pig is walking around with a carving knife. 

 A soft-boiled egg is walking around ready to eat. 

 People are overfed and sleeping off the food. (One man has loosened his pants.) 

 The terrain is edible. The cactus plant appears to be made of loaves of bread, and 
in the background a man seems to be emerging from a pastry-like mountain with a 
spoon in his hand.  


